Motivated by research on contraction analysis and incremental stability/stabilizability the study of 'differential properties' has attracted increasing attention lately. Previously lifts of functions and vector fields to the tangent bundle of the state space manifold have been employed for a geometric approach to differential passivity and dissipativity. In the same vein, the present paper aims at a geometric underpinning and elucidation of recent work on 'control contraction metrics' and 'generalized differential Riccati equations'.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper provides a geometric counterpart to recent work on differential versions of Hamiltonian matrices and Riccati equations, motivated by incremental stability analysis and incremental stabilizability (cf., [17] , [22] , [11] , [8] , [9] ). While in most of this work either coordinate expressions are used (see, e.g., [18] , [19] ), or an algebraic point of view is adopted (see in particular [12] , [13] , [10] , motivated by, e.g., [16] , [14] , [15] ), the current paper provides a geometric, coordinate-free, description based on the geometric theory of liftings of functions and vector fields on manifolds to their tangent and cotangent bundle as detailed in [27] ; see also [5] , [3] , [25] .
Such a geometric approach may provide additional insights, and yield elegant proofs for statements which otherwise could require cumbersome coordinate computations that are only locally valid. Furthermore, a geometric approach can address global problems. It was explored before in the study of differential passivity and dissipativity in [25] , and for Hamiltonian realization theory in [5] , [3] . Also, in [26] the geometric notions of lifting were employed for a coordinatefree treatment of Jacobian linearization in relation to the Maximum Principle.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Basic notions
Throughout this paper all objects (manifolds, functions, vector fields, one-forms, (co-)distributions, subbundles, ..) will be assumed to be smooth (infinitely differentiable).
Consider an n-dimensional state space manifold X with tangent bundle T X and co-tangent bundle T * X . Consider furthermore a vector field f on X , that is, a smooth section of T X . A distribution D on X (a subbundle of T X ) is called invariant [21] with respect to f if L f D ⊂ D, that is L f X ∈ D for any vector field X in D. Here L f denotes Lie derivative with respect to f ; i.e., L f X = [f, X].
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In particular, the one-dimensional distribution spanned by a vector field X on X is called invariant with respect to f if there exists a function γ on X such that L f X = γX (1) In local coordinates x = (x 1 , · · · , x n ) for X and writing f and X as column vectors this amounts to the equality
(In [12] this is expressed algebraically by saying that X is a right eigenvector for ∂f ∂x (x) with eigenvalue −γ.) Similarly [21] , a co-distribution P on X (a subbundle of T * X ) is called invariant if L f P ⊂ P , that is, L f α ∈ P for any one-form α on X (a one-form on X is a smooth section of T * X ). In particular, the one-dimensional co-distribution spanned by a one-form α is said to be invariant with respect to f if there exists a function γ on X such that
In local coordinates x, and expressing α as column vector, this amounts to the equality 1
(In [12] this is expressed by saying that α is a left eigenvector for ∂f ∂x (x) with eigenvalue γ.)
B. Lifts of functions and vector fields to the tangent and cotangent bundle
In this subsection it is recalled from [27] (see also [5] , [3] ), how functions and vector fields on the state space manifold X can be lifted to functions, respectively vector fields, on its tangent and cotangent bundle.
First we introduce the notions of complete and vertical lifts of functions and vector fields to the tangent bundle.
Given a function h on X , the complete lift of h to T X , h C : T X → R, is defined by h C (x, δx) = dh, δx (x), with ·, · (x) denoting the duality pairing between elements of the co-tangent space and the tangent space at x ∈ X . In local coordinates x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) for X and the induced local coordinates (x, δx) = (x 1 , . . . , x n , δx 1 , . . . , δx n ) for T X this reads
The vertical lift of a function h to a function on T X , h V :
Given a vector field f on X , the complete lift f C of f to T X is defined as the unique vector field satisying L f C h C = (L f h) C , for any function h on X (with L f h denoting the Lie-derivative of the function h along the vector field f , and similarly for L f C h C ). Alternatively, if Φ t : X → X , t ∈ [0, ), denotes the flow of f , then f C is the vector field whose flow is given by (Φ t ) * : T X → T X . In induced local coordinates (x 1 , . . . , x n , δx 1 , . . . , δx n ) for T X ,
Finally, the vertical lift
Furthermore, the vertical and Hamiltonian lifts to the cotangent bundle are defined as follows; see again [27] . As before for the tangent bundle case, the vertical lift h V :
Since there is a natural symplectic form on the cotangent bundle T * X we can define the Hamiltonian vector field on T * X corresponding to h V , denoted by X h V , and called the vertical Hamiltonian lift. In induced local coordinates (x, p) for T * X
Furthermore, for any vector field f on X define the Hamiltonian function H f : T * X → R as
The corresponding Hamiltonian vector field on T * X , denoted by X H f , is called the complete Hamiltonian lift. In induced local coordinates for T * X
For later use we mention that given a lift (complete or vertical) of a vector field f to the tangent bundle, as well as a lift (Hamiltonian or vertical) to the co-tangent bundle, we can combine the two lifts into a vector field defined on the Whitney sum T X ⊕ T * X (that is, the base manifold X together with the fiber space T x X × T * x X at any point x ∈ X ). An example (to be used later on) is the combination of the complete lift f C on T X with the Hamiltonian extension X H f on T * X , which defines a vector field on T X ⊕ T * X , which will be denoted as f C ⊕ X H f . Furthermore, since the vertical lifts f V (to T X ) and X H V (to T * X ) do not have components on the base manifold X we may also define the combined vector field f V ⊕ X h V on the Whitney sum T X ⊕ T * X for any vector field f and function h.
C. Prolongation of nonlinear control systems to the tangent and the co-tangent bundle
Armed with the notions of the lifts of functions and vector fields to tangent and cotangent bundle as described in the previous subsection, we now recall from [5] , see also [3] , [25] , how we can define prolongations of nonlinear control systems to tangent and cotangent bundles.
Consider a nonlinear control system Σ with state space manifold X , affine in the inputs u and with outputs y determined by the state x, Σ :
where x ∈ X , and u = (
The prolongation of the nonlinear control system to the tangent bundle and the cotangent bundle is constructed as follows; cf. [5] .
Given an initial state x(0) = x 0 , take any coordinate neighborhood of X containing x 0 . Let t ∈ [0, T ] → x(t) be the solution of (11) corresponding to the admissible input function t ∈ [0, T ] → u(t) = (u 1 (t), . . . , u m (t)) and the initial state x(0) = x 0 , such that x(t) remains within the selected coordinate neighborhood. Denote the resulting output by t ∈ [0, T ] → y(t) = (y 1 (t), . . . , y r (t)), with y j (t) = H j (x(t)). Then the variational system along the input-state-output trajectory t ∈ [0, T ] → (x(t), u(t), y(t)) is given by the following time-varying systeṁ
with state δx(t) ∈ T * x(t) X , where δu = (δu 1 , . . . , δu m ) T , δy = (δy 1 , . . . , δy r ) T denote the input and output vectors of the variational system. (Note that ∂hj ∂x (x) denotes a row vector.)
The reason behind the terminology 'variational' comes from the following fact: let (x(t, ), u(t, ), y(t, )), t ∈ [0, T ], be a family of input-state-output trajectories of (11) parameterized by ∈ (−δ, δ), δ > 0, with x(t, 0) = x(t), u(t, 0) = u(t) and y(t, 0) = y(t), t ∈ [0, T ]. Then the infinitesimal variations
satisfy equation (12). Remark 2.1: For a linear systemẋ = Ax + Bu, y = Cx the variational systems along any trajectory are simply given asδ x = Aδx + Bδu, δy = Cδx.
The prolongation (or prolonged system) of (11) comprises the original system (11) together with its variational systems, that is the total systeṁ
with inputs u j , δu j , j = 1, · · · , m, outputs y j , δy j , j = 1, · · · , r, and state vector x, δx.
Using the previous subsection the prolonged system (13) on the tangent space T X can be intrinsically defined in the following coordinate-free way. Denote the elements of T X by
The prolonged system δΣ of a nonlinear system Σ of the form (11) is defined as the system δΣ :
with state x l = (x, δx) ∈ T X , inputs u j , δu j , j = 1, . . . , m, and outputs y j , δy j , j = 1, . . . , r. Note that the prolonged system δΣ has state space T X , input space T U and output space T Y. One can easily check that in any system of local coordinates x for X , u for U, and y for Y, and the induced local coordinates x, δx for T X , u, δu for T U, y, δy for T Y, the local expression of the system (14) equals (13) .
Remark 2.3: For a linear systemẋ = Ax + Bu, y = Cx the prolonged system is simply the product of the system with the copy systemδ x = Aδx + Bδu, δy = Cδx.
The prolongation of the nonlinear control system Σ to the co-tangent bundle is defined as follows. Associated to the variational system (12) there is the adjoint variational system, defined aṡ
with state variables p ∈ T * x(t) X , and adjoint variational inputs and outputs du j , j = 1, . . . , r, dy j , j = 1, . . . , m.
Then, the original nonlinear system Σ together with all it adjoint variational systems defines the total systeṁ
with inputs u j , du j , outputs y j , dy j and state x, p. This total system is called the Hamiltonian extension. In a coordinatefree way the Hamiltonian extension is defined as follows.
Definition 2.4: [5] The Hamiltonian extension dΣ of a nonlinear system Σ of the form (11) is defined as the system dΣ :
with state x e = (x, p) ∈ T * X , inputs u j , du j and outputs y j , dy j . Note that the Hamiltonian extension dΣ has state space T * X , and combined input and output space
Remark 2.5: For a linear systemẋ = Ax + Bu, y = Cx the Hamiltonian extension is the product of the system with its adjoint systemṗ = −A T p − C T du, dy = B T p. The prolongation δΣ of Σ to the tangent bundle can be combined with the Hamiltonian extension dΣ of Σ to the co-tangent bundle. This will define a system on the Whitney sum T X ⊕ T * X with inputs u, δu, du, states x, δx, p and outputs y, δy, dy. It can be immediately verified that d dt p, δx = dy, δu − du, δy ,
which equality is in fact underlying the definition of the adjoint variational system; see also [5] .
III. INVARIANT SUBBUNDLES Let as before X denote the n-dimensional state space manifold, and consider the Whitney sum T X ⊕ T * X . Definition 3.1: A subbundle K of T X ⊕ T * X is a vector bundle over X with fiber K(x) ⊂ T x X × T * x X at any point x ∈ X . The subbundle K is called invariant with respect to a vector field f on X if (L f X, L f α) ∈ K for any (X, α) ∈ K (19) Remark 3.2: If K has only zero components in T * x X for any point x ∈ X , then K can be identified with a distribution on X . Alternatively, if K has only zero components in T x X for any point x ∈ X , then it can be identified with a codistribution on X . In these cases invariance of K amounts to invariance of the identified distribution, respectively codistribution.
Remark 3.3: The above definition of invariance of K is formally identical to the definition of an infinitesimal symmetry of a Dirac structure; see [4] , [7] , [24] for details. (A Dirac structure is a subbundle of T X ⊕ T * X which is maximally isotropic with respect to the duality product.) Associated to the subbundle K we can define the submanifold K of T X ⊕ T * X as follows
We have the following useful characterization of invariance of invariance of K. Recall from Section II-B the definition of the lift f C ⊕ X H f on the Whitney sum T X ⊕ T * X .
Proposition 3.4: The subbundle K is invariant with respect to the vector field f on X if and only if the submanifold K is invariant for the vector field f C ⊕ X H f on T X ⊕ T * X .
Proof:
In coordinates x and induced local coordinates for T X and T * X the vector field f C ⊕ X H f at a point (x, X(x), α(x)) ∈ K ⊂ T X ⊕ T * X is given by
where the first vector in the last term denotes a tangent vector to K. Thus if (19) holds then the vector field f C ⊕ X H f is tangent to K. Conversely, if f C ⊕ X H f is tangent to K then this implies that the second vector in the last term is tangent to K for all (X(x), α(x)) ∈ K(x), which amounts to (19) , i.e., invariance of K.
IV. DIFFERENTIAL HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS
It is well-known, see, e.g., [23] , that the Hamiltonian equations arising from applying Pontryagin's Maximum principle to the optimal control problem of minimizing the cost criterion
for the nonlinear control system Σ with input vector u ∈ U and output vector y ∈ Y are given by the following system on T * Xẋ
with the Hamiltonian H opt : T * X → R given by
where g has columns g 1 , . . . g m and h : X → R r has components h 1 , . . . , h r , and the norms refer to the Euclidian norms on the linear input and output spaces. Motivated by [13] we will study the differential version of the Hamiltonian system (22) . In the next section we will apply this to the differential version of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation corresponding to (22) , called a differential Riccati equation in [13] .
In order to motivate the subsequent developments, let us first recall from e.g. [23] , see also [5] , that in the linear case the Hamiltonian system (22) on T * X can be obtained from interconnecting the linear systemẋ = Ax + Bu, y = Cx with the adjoint systemṗ = −A T p − C T du, dy = B T p, by the interconnection equations u = −dy, du = y, leading to the linear Hamiltonian system
Similarly, we will now define a differential Hamiltonian system by considering the interconnection of the prolongation δΣ given in (13) and the Hamiltonian extension dΣ in (16), via the interconnection equations on the (adjoint) variational inputs and outputs δu = −dy, du = δy (Note that this requires an identification of spaces. In fact, assuming the existence of inner products on U and Y we may identify the space of δu with the space of dy, and the space of δy with the space of du. Clearly, for U ⊂ R m and Y = R r we may take the Euclidian inner products.) It can be directly verified that this defines a system, called the differential Hamiltonian system, on the Whitney sum T X ⊕ T * X which in a coordinate-free fashion is given aṡ
with total state z := (x, δx, p), and with remaining inputs and outputs u j , y j . Note however that the system (25) by itself is not Hamiltonian in an ordinary sense. However it can be interpreted as a linear Hamiltonian system along trajectories of Σ; see also [13] .
Similarly to what we did before for invariance with respect to f C ⊕ X H f we can define invariance of subbundles with respect to the differential Hamiltonian system (25) .
Definition 4.1: Consider the differential Hamiltonian system (25) on the Whitney sum T X ⊕T * X . A subbundle K of T X ⊕ T * X with its associated submanifold K ⊂ T X ⊕ T * X is invariant with respect to (25) if
is tangent to K for all u j , j = 1, . . . , m.
The following proposition is immediate. Proposition 4.2: A subbundle K of T X ⊕ T * X with its associated submanifold K ⊂ T X ⊕ T * X is called invariant with respect to (25) if and only if
V. INVARIANT LAGRANGIAN SUBBUNDLES AND DIFFERENTIAL RICCATI EQUATIONS
Associated to the optimal control problem (21) and the resulting Hamiltonian system (22) there is the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation
where ∂P ∂x (x) is the row vector of partial derivatives of a function P : X → R. Under appropriate conditions, the positive solution P to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is the value function of the optimal control problem, that is, P (x) is the minimal cost for the system starting at time 0 at initial state x. Furthermore, the optimal control is given in feedback form as u = −g T (x) ∂ T P ∂x (x), while the Lagrangian submanifold N := {(x, p) ∈ T * X | p = ∂ T P ∂x (x)}, see e.g. [1] , equals the stable invariant manifold of the Hamiltonian system (22) , cf. [23] . In the linear caseẋ = Ax + Bu, y = Cx the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (27) reduces to the wellknown Riccati equation
whose positive solution P yields the quadratic value function P (x) = 1 2 x T P x, and is such that the Lagrangian subspace {(x, p) | p = P x} is the generalized eigenspace corresponding to the n eigenvalues in the left-half of the complex plane (assuming, e.g., minimality of (A, B, C)).
Recently in [13] , motivated in particular by developments in [18] , [19] , the differential version of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (27) was introduced, called a (generalized) differential Riccati equation. In this section we will approach this from a coordinate-free point of view, using the machinery built up in the previous sections.
In order to do so we will define a special type of subbundle of the Whitney sum T X ⊕ T * X .
x X is a Lagrangian subspace (with respect to the canonical symplectic form on T x X × T * x X [1]) for every x ∈ X . Example 5.2: All subbundles K with K(x) = {(δx, p) | p = Π(x)δx}, where Π(x) is a symmetric matrix, are Lagrangian. More generally, all subbundles
An important special class of Lagrangian subbundles is defined as follows. Let N ⊂ T * X be a Lagrangian submanifold, given as N = {(x, p) ∈ T * X | p = ∂ T P ∂x (x)} for some (generating) function P : X → R. Then tangent vectors to N at a point (x, p) ∈ N are vectors (X(x), β(x)) ∈ T (x,p) N with β(x) = ∂ 2 P ∂x 2 (x)X(x), where X(x) ∈ T x X and α(x) ∈ T p T * x X , and with ∂ 2 P ∂x 2 (x) denoting the Hessian matrix of P .
Identifying T p T * x X with T * x X (since T * x X is a linear space), this yields the Lagrangian subbundle
Such Lagrangian subbundles will be called integrable Lagrangian subbundles. Local integrability of Lagrangian subbundles can be characterized as follows. A Lagrangian subbundle K(x) = {(δx, p) | p = Π(x)δx} is integrable if and only if there exists a function P : X → R such that
A necessary and sufficient condition for the local existence of such a function P is the integrability condition
Indeed, (32) guarantees the local existence of functions p k (x) such that π jk (x) = ∂p k ∂xj (x), j, k = 1, · · · , n. Then by symmetry of Π ∂p k ∂x j (x) = π jk (x) = π kj (z) = ∂p j ∂x k (x), j, k = 1, · · · , n (33) which is the integrability condition guaranteeing the local existence of a function P (x) satisfying
By differentiation of (34) with respect to x i and in view of the definition of p j (x), j = 1, · · · , n, this amounts to (31). Now consider a Lagrangian subbundle K of T X ⊕ T * X which is invariant for the system (25), i.e., by Proposition
Additionally assume that the projection of K(x) ⊂ T x X ⊕ T * x X on T x X is equal to the whole tangent space T x X for all x ∈ X . Then in any set of local coordinates x 1 , · · · , x n for X the Lagrangian subbundle K is spanned by pairs of vector fields and one-forms
where the one-forms π i (x) = π 1i (x)dx I + · · · π ni (x)dx n , i = 1, · · · , n satisfy, because of the fact that K is Lagrangian, the symmetry property π ji (x) = π ij (x), i, j = 1, · · · , n Defining the n × n symmetric matrix Π(x) with (i, j)-th element π ij it immediately follows, cf. (2) and (3), that invariance of K with respect to the system (25) amounts to the following coordinate expressions. Invariance of K with respect to
while additionally invariance of K with respect to g j , j = 1, . . . , m, amounts to
The equation (35) is called in [13] the (generalized) differential Riccati equation. Remark 5.3: Note that the equation (36) is not present in [13] since in that paper throughout the assumption is made (continuing upon similar assumptions 2 in [18] , [19] ) that the vector fields g j are independent of x (that is, constant in the chosen local coordinates x) and furthermore that ∂Π ∂x (x)g j = 0, j = 1, · · · , m. In that case (36) is trivially satisfied.
Remark 5.4: In [13] it is proved, analogousy to the linear case (28), that an n-dimensional subbundle K which is invariant with respect to f C ⊕ X H f − m j=1 H gj g V j + r j=1 h C j X h V j and has eigenvalues in the left-or right-half of the complex plane is necessarily Lagrangian.
Remark 5.5: Another connection is to the work on statedependent Riccati equations; see, e.g., [2] and the references quoted therein.
VI. DIFFERENTIAL LYAPUNOV EQUATIONS
Differential Lyapunov equations correspond to the case where g j = 0, j = 1, · · · , m, for the system Σ (no inputs), and the interconnection of the resulting prolongation δΣ and Hamiltonian extension dΣ reduces to du = δy. (Notice that the variational inputs δu and adjoint variational outputs dy are absent.) This leads to the simplified differential Hamiltonian system (compare with (25) ) 
and (36) is void. This is nothing else than the standard type of equation considered in contraction analysis [17] , [11] . On the other hand, an extension of the differential Hamiltonian system (25) concerns the differential version of the state feedback H ∞ problem (see, e.g., [19] , [23] ), in which case there are, next to the input vector fields g j , j = 1, · · · , m, additional disturbance vector fields. This relates to previous work on differential L 2 -gain; see [19] , [25] .
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have described a geometric framework for defining differential Hamiltonian systems and (generalized) differential Riccati equations. This already enabled the consideration of arbitrary input vector fields. The precise implications of this framework are yet to be seen, which is a topic of current research. In particular, the notions of 'integrability' of
